celebration of the opening of the Munch Museum; the fourth in 2007 (when Gerd Woll's catalogue raisonné of Munch's paintings was published); and the fifth in 2013, marking the 150th anniversary of Munch's birth as well as the large Munch 150 retrospective. As the journal enters into its new digital format with wider international access, this issue looks at Munch through multiple close-up lenses, balancing micro-histories in materiality, self-staging, and reception, with the critical distance to re-evaluate those histories on fresh terms. Allison Morehead rereads the implications of a critical text written in 1905; Elin Kittelsen reconsiders the temporal context of Munch's Alpha and Omega; Reinhold Heller interprets the performative nature of photographs of Munch dating to 1938; Mille Stein reconsiders the material evidence of the "horse cure"; and Patricia Berman looks at and through the surface of a print by Munch. The authors, and the "Munch, Modernism, and Modernity" research group, wish to honor the memory of Tina Yarborough (d. 2016) , an American scholar of Munch, whose dissertation, "Exhibition Strategies and Wartime Politics in the Art and Career of Edvard Munch" (U. Chicago) offered a model of close viewing of material evidence through the critical distance of finely wrought reception theory.
